Basic and Flexible (by module) Training
in Conductive Education
Training Center
Le Fil Conducteur in Brussels (Belgium)
Responsible: Yves Bawin
www.filconducteur.be
filconducteur@skynet.be

Purpose: Lifelong learning

Training spirit:

- For teaching professionals (from education and therapy fields)
to work on a conductive way in a conductive team.
- In connection with standards of competencies well defined.

- Opening ways for conductive self-development and
responsibility.
- To think his own professional practice in reference to CE principles
in a suitable way (context).
- Keeping a searching and progressing attitude.
- Working in transdisciplinarity and keeping an open-mind: learning
from the others, and learning all together in reference to CE
principles.
- Translating his own disciplinary competencies in a conductive way:
how to share his competencies with other team members.
- Team spirit.

In collaboration with:
- ABPC (Belgian Association of CE)
- CREA-Helb (Lifelong learning department of a local High School
for physiotherapists, occupational therapists, nurses, ...).
- all places using CE in the “Plateforme France-Belgium” for the
practical part

Certificated therapists, pedagogues, educators and teachers working in CP field

LEVEL 1: Initiation (180h)
Module 1: (Th + Pr = 60h)
CE basic principles and attitudes

Module 2: (Th + Pr = 60h)
CP motricity and daily life

Module 3: (Th + Pr = 60h)
CP learning difficulties (Dys)

Examination

LEVEL 2: Deepening (180h)
Module 1: (Th + Pr = 60h)
Planning-Programming-Animation-Leading a
programme

Module 2: (Th + Pr = 60h)
Speech and communication

Module 3: (Th + Pr = 60h)
School and learning difficulties

Examination

LEVEL 3: Managing/Adapting CE project
Seminars/workshop and supervision about own CE project, “Listening in”, systemic approach, the child, his family and the
handicap, team leading
Thesis preparation / Supervised practice abroad

Thesis presentation

Organization:
*Every modules includes:
1 week theory (30h)+1 week supervised
practice in CE (min 30h).
*A non official certificate “of lifelong training
in CE” validates the examination and thesis
presentation at each level.

Achievement:
Since 2008-2009:
*1st level certificate (4 editions organized): 24/25
*2nd level certificate (1 edition organized): 5/5
*3rd level: not yet organized
So far, attendance for 1st module of level 1: 84

Questions for the future of CE and training in our country:
Integrating an international network?
*To know and adjust each other actual practices and plan for training taking account of the different contexts.
*To take part step by step in an international training network for certificated professionals involved in a lifelong learning process, including
Conductors, and students conductors.
*To obtain an official certification

